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Literature review: Steady-state modelling of loop heat pipesBenjamin Siedel, Valérie Sartre∗, Frédéri LefèvreUniversité de Lyon, CNRSINSA-Lyon, CETHIL UMR5008, F-69621, Villeurbanne, FraneUniversité Lyon 1, F-69622, Villeurbanne, Frane
AbstratLoop heat pipes (LHPs) are e�ient heat transfer systems whose operation is based on the liquid-vapour phase-hangephenomenon. They use the apillary pressure generated in the porous struture to irulate the �uid from the heatsoure to the heat sink. In this paper, an exhaustive literature review is arried out in order to investigate the existingsteady-state models of LHPs. These models an be divided into three ategories: the omplete numerial models, thenumerial evaporator models and the analytial models. The most used models are desribed and ompared. Finally,a synthesis summarizes all the steady-state models from the literature in a omprehensive table. The review shows theevolution of the modelling works in the past 15 years and highlights the inreasing development of 3D investigations.Keywords: Loop heat pipe, Model, Review, Steady-state, Evaporator1. IntrodutionLoop Heat Pipes (LHPs) are e�ient heat transferdevies based on the liquid-vapour phase-hange phe-nomenon. They provide a passive heat transfer betweena heat soure and a heat sink, using the apillary pres-sure to irulate the �uid. Compared to onventional heatpipes, LHPs o�er several advantages in terms of �exibility,operation against gravity and heat transport apability.Sine their �rst suessful appliations in the aerospaeindustry, LHPs have gained a major interest in aeronau-tis and terrestrial appliations. As a onsequene, manyexperimental works have been published to provide use-ful data to understand the physial mehanisms governingthese systems in various operating onditions (against thegravity, yogeni appliations, start-up behaviour, et.)and to optimise their design (hoie of the working �uid,material of the wik, geometry of the evaporator, et.).At the same time, many theoretial studies have been un-dertaken to predit aurately the behaviour of LHPs, inpartiular the oupled phenomena ourring in the evapo-rator/reservoir struture.Several literature reviews on LHPs are already available.Ku [1℄ presents an extensive analysis of the operating har-ateristis of loop heat pipes. After explaining the oper-ating priniples and the thermohydraulis of LHPs, theauthors investigate the LHP behaviour (operating tem-perature, temperature ontrol, start-up, hystereses, shut-down) and the e�et of the evaporator mass, the elevation,the non-ondensable gases and the heat losses to the am-
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bient on the LHP operation. Several LHP designs are alsodisussed.Maydanik [2℄ also presents a review of developments, re-sults of theoretial analyses and tests of LHPs. The papermainly deals with LHP designs and appliations. Vari-ous types of LHPs (large, ontrollable, rami�ed, reversible,miniature) are ompared and the LHPs for both spaeraftappliations and eletronis ooling are presented.An extension of these works is given by Launay et al.[3℄. The authors present an exhaustive review of the pa-rameters a�eting the LHP steady-state operation. Anextensive analysis of the operating limits of LHPs is alsoprovided.A review from Ambirajan et al. [4℄ is also available in theliterature. After explaining the fundamental onepts ofthe LHP behaviour, the authors disuss the onstrutiondetails, the operating priniples and the typial operatingharateristis of LHPs. The paper also present urrentdevelopments in modelling of thermohydraulis and designmethodologies. The review of the modelling studies is,however, far from exhaustive and needs a further analysis.Launay and Vallée [5℄ presents an exhaustive overview ofthe experimental studies published between 1998 and 2010.This review provides a database of experimental resultsand highlights some omissions in the published works thatmake the data di�ult to use for further studies.Reently, Maydanik et al. [6℄ presented a literature re-view of developments and tests of LHPs with �at evapo-rator designs. The authors disuss the various geometrialon�gurations (disk-shaped, retangular, �at-oval) and theworking �uids that may be used in eah ase. Then, themodelling works on �at evaporators are presented and theappliations of suh systems are disussed.Preprint submitted to Applied Thermal Engineering July 22, 2014



Wang and Yang [7℄ arry out a review on loop heat pipesdediated to use in solar water heating. After analysingthe working priniples of LHPs and disussing the existingexperimental and theoretial works, the authors furtherinvestigate the opportunities of using solar water heatingsystems with LHPs.No exhaustive review on LHP steady-state modellingstudies exists in the literature. This paper intends to in-trodue a omprehensive review of the existing theoretialworks on this subjet that have been published sine 1999.This work should help to give a global view of the existingmodels in the literature and to point out their similaritiesand di�erenes. It also highlights the physial mehanismsinvolved in LHPs that are today still not appropriatelytaken into aount in most of the investigations.Most of the theoretial models an be divided intothree ategories, orresponding to omplete numerialLHP models, to preise evaporator desriptions and to an-alytial approahes to desribe LHPs.2. Complete numerial LHP modelsThe majority of omplete numerial LHP models arebased on a volume element disretisation or on eletrialanalogies and desribe the whole devie as a nodal net-work. The links between the nodes are represented bythermal resistanes or ondutanes and the energy bal-ane equation is applied to eah node.Kaya et al. [8℄ develop a mathematial model of a loopheat pipe based on the steady-state energy balane equa-tions at eah omponent of the system. A ylindrial evap-orator is onsidered. The following main assumptions areused in the development of the model:
• The heat transfer through the wik is direted onlytowards the radial diretion.
• The ompensation hamber and the evaporator oreontain both liquid and vapour phases.
• The LHP reahes steady-state for a given loop ondi-tion.The total heat load to be dissipated Qin is equal to thesum of the heat rejeted in the two-phase portion of theondenser (latent heat) Q, the parasiti heat leak Qhl andthe heat losses from the vapour line to the ambient Qvl-a:

Qin = Q +Qhl +Qvl-a (1)In the evaporator, the heat leak ompensates the subool-ing of the returning liquid Qs and the heat losses fromthe ompensation hamber to the ambient Q-a:
Qhl = Qs +Q-a (2)To alulate the heat leak, the authors only onsider on-dution through the wik, whih an be written as:

Qhl = 2πλe�Lw
ln (Dw,o/Dw,i)∆Ta,w (3)

where λe� is the e�etive thermal ondutivity of the wik,
Lw its length and Dw,i and Dw,o its inner and outer diame-ters, respetively. The temperature aross the wik ∆Ta,wis the di�erene between the loal saturation temperaturesaused by the total system pressure drops ∆Ptotal, exlud-ing the pressure drop in the wik struture ∆Pw:

∆Ta,w =

(

∂T

∂P

)sat (∆Ptotal −∆Pw) (4)The slope of the vapour-pressure urve (∂T/∂P )sat an bealulated using the Clausius-Clapeyron relation. The to-tal pressure drops in the system onsist of the fritionalsteady-state pressure drops in the vapour line ∆Pvl, theliquid line ∆Pll, the ondenser ∆P, a potential subooler
∆Ps, the bayonet ∆Pbay, the porous struture ∆Pw andthe vapour grooves ∆Pvgr. If the LHP is not in horizon-tal orientation, the pressure di�erene assoiated with thegravity e�ets ∆Pgrav also needs to be taken into aount:
∆Ptotal =∆Pvl +∆Pll +∆P +∆Ps +∆Pbay +∆Pw

+∆Pvgr +∆Pgrav (5)The authors employ single-phase orrelations to alulateall the fritional pressure drops and take into aount the�ow regime (laminar or turbulent) in the alulation. Therelevant properties of the �uid are alulated with respetto the saturation temperature Tsat. Two distint orrela-tions are used to estimate the e�etive thermal ondutiv-ity of the wik. To determine heat losses to the ambient,the authors test either a natural onvetion hypothesis ora radiative hypothesis.The two-phase heat removal in the ondenser onsists oftwo parts: heat rejetion to the sink and heat loss to theambient. The length of the two-phase �ow portion in theondenser L,2ϕ is then given by:
L,2ϕ =Q ∫ xout

xin dx [(UA/L),s (Tsat − Tsink)
+(UA/L),a (Tsat − Tamb)]−1 (6)where (UA/L),s and (UA/L),a are the thermal ondu-tane per unit length from the surfae of the ondenser tothe heat sink and to the ambient, respetively and x is thethermodynami quality of the �ow: xin = 1 and xout = 0if the total two-phase region is loated in the ondenser.

Tsink and Tamb are the temperatures of the heat sink andthe ambient, respetively. The liquid temperature at theexit of the ondenser is alulated by integration of theloal heat balane on an elementary length of the tube dz:
ṁcp,ldT

dz
= (UA/L),a (T − Tamb) + (UA/L),l (T − Tsink)(7)where the mass �ow rate ṁ is:

ṁ =
Q
hlv (8)2



and cp,l and hlv are the spei� heat of the liquid and theenthalpy of vaporisation of the �uid, respetively.The same method is applied for the potential suboolerand for the liquid line. The subooling of the returningliquid is thus given by:
Qs = ṁcp,l (Tsat − Tl,out) (9)where Tl,out is the �uid temperature at the end of the liq-uid line. The LHP operating temperature Tsat is then afuntion of Qin, Tsink and Tamb. An iterative proedure isimplemented until onvergene is reahed.The authors ompare their model to experimental dataobtained with the GLAS LHP1 and another loop devel-oped for the Naval Researh Laboratory (NRL). The pre-ditions, for two distint heat sink temperatures, are verylose to the experimental results. At low powers, somedisrepanies exist showing a need of a more preise on-sideration of the heat losses to the ambient.The onsideration of radial mass �ow in the wik wasadded in a later paper, and new orrelations for naturalonvetion were also ompared to better take into aountheat losses to the ambient [10℄. The authors state that themathematial modelling of the LHP performane hara-teristis beomes more di�ult as the size of the LHP de-reases. Indeed, the low mass �ow rates assoiated withthe low power levels in small LHPs indue a longer dwellingtime for the working �uid in the transport lines, despitesmaller tube diameters. Therefore, the heat exhange withthe surroundings beomes more important. Additionally,heat and mass transfer in small diameter tubes is less in-vestigated and thus more di�ult to predit. Aordingto the authors, the di�erenes between the measured andthe alulated LHP operating temperatures are mainly at-tributed to the inability to predit the overall e�etivethermal ondutane aross the wik.The 1-D steady-state model of Chuang [11℄ is basedon the energy balane equation, thermodynami relation-ships and detailed heat transfer and pressure drop al-ulations in the liquid, vapour and ondenser lines. Themodel inludes the pressure drops indued by the bends inboth the transport lines and the ondenser, the onvetiveheat transfer between the �uid and the wall in the vapourgroove and both axial and radial heat �uxes in the wik.In a horizontal on�guration, pressure drops in the vapourline, in the ondenser, and through the wik are found tobe in the same order of magnitude, exept at low heat loadsfor whih the pressure drops due to the �uid �ow in theporous struture are dominant. Moreover, heat transferin the vapour hannels indues a slight superheat (severalKelvins) at the entrane of the vapour line. This study de-sribes extensively the LHP operation in gravity-assistedonditions. When the LHP is operated at a positive ele-vation (ondenser loated above the evaporator/reservoir,1GLAS LHP: Geosiene Laser Altimeter System Prototype LoopHeat Pipe, purhased by the NASA in 1997 from Dynatherm Cor-poration [9℄

evaporator/reservoir in horizontal on�guration), it anoperate in apillary-ontrolled mode or gravity-ontrolledmode. When the operation is ontrolled by the apillaryfores, the vapour grooves are only �lled with vapour andthe total mass �ow rate ṁtotal an diretly be alulatedusing the heat �ux dissipated by evaporation Qevap:
ṁtotal = ṁv =

Qevap
hlv (10)where ṁv is the vapour mass �ow rate in the grooves. Inthe gravity-ontrolled mode, the �uid �ow in the hannelbeomes two-phase. The mass �ow rate is therefore alu-lated by:

ṁtotal = ṁv + ṁl = Qevap
hlv + ṁl (11)where ṁl denotes the liquid mass �ow rate fored into thevapour groove. Additionally, the pressure gain has to betaken into aount in the pressure balane equation. In thegravity-ontrolled mode, the pressure gain from the liquidhead ompensates the system total pressure drops. A-ording to the authors' results, when the heat load is low,the LHP operates in gravity-ontrolled mode and the totalmass �ow rate in the system does not hange muh withthe heat input. The operation is then similar to that of athermosyphon. However, for higher heat loads, evapora-tion aross the menisi at the outer surfae of the primarywik takes plae and provides the additional pressure gainrequired by the system (apillary-ontrolled mode). Theelevation has a great impat on the LHP operation whenthe heat load is low and modi�es signi�antly the shape ofthe harateristi urve. Despite interesting results, heattransfer in the evaporator and the reservoir are not pre-isely desribed and the authors stress the need of a betterradial heat leak model based on heat load, temperaturedistribution in the primary wik, orientation, propertiesof the primary wik and vapour quality in the evaporatorore.Adoni et al. [12℄ developed a mathematial model to pre-dit thermal and hydrauli performane of an LHP, basedon onservation of mass and energy in the system. Thepresented model is valid for several geometries (ylindrialor �at-plate evaporator, LHP or CPL). The same generalmethod as the one previously desribed is implemented.Additionally, the pressure drops aross the wik are al-ulated using the Daryan theory and spei� orrelationsfrom the works of El Hajal et al. [13℄ and Thome et al.[14℄ as well as the Friedel orrelation [15℄ are used to al-ulate the two-phase heat transfer and pressure drops inthe ondenser.Their model inludes the onsideration of hard-�lling,orresponding to a reservoir full of liquid, thus not allow-ing a two-phase saturation equilibrium in this loop ele-ment. In that ase, the energy balane equation in theLHP ore (Equation 2) is solved simultaneously for thereservoir temperature and the liquid density in the reser-voir. Indeed, the reservoir temperature determines both3



the subooling of the liquid entering the ondenser andthe liquid density inside the reservoir. Thus, knowing theexat mass of working �uid in the system, it is possibleto determine a reservoir temperature that provides at thesame time enough subooling and a two-phase length thatis onsistent with a �ooded reservoir.The authors onlude that hard-�lling leads to an early�xed ondutane mode, an inrease of heat leaks and aredution of the ondensation length due to the expansionof the liquid.A later study adds the onsideration of the bayonet andpresents the e�et of the mass of working �uid on the LHPperformane [16℄. To take into aount the presene ofthe bayonet, the authors add several nodes to the model(Figure 1).In the evaporator ore, there is a heat balane betweenthe radial heat leak Qhl, the heat from the ore to thereservoir Q,r and the subooling of the returning liquid:
Qhl = ṁcp,54e(T5 − T4e) +Q,r (12)where cp,54e is the mean spei� heat of the working �uidbetween the outlet of the bayonet (5) and the inlet of theore in the bayonet (4e). Q,r is equal to:

Q,r = λ,r(T5 − Tr) (13)where λ,r is the thermal ondutane between the oreand the reservoir. In the reservoir, the energy balane is:
Qr,∞ = Qb,r +Q,r +Qevap,r (14)where Qr,∞ is the heat loss to the ambient, Qb,r is theheat exhange between the �uid and the bayonet in thereservoir and Qevap,r is the axial parasiti heat �ux. Theauthors desribe two distint states of the reservoir. In-deed, the thermal oupling between the reservoir and theore strongly depends on the volume of working �uid in-side the loop. If the height of liquid in the reservoir issuh that vapour an exist in the reservoir tube and theore, then the reservoir has a good thermal and hydraulioupling with the ore. Otherwise, a bad thermal link ex-ists. When a bayonet is present in the ore, as old liquidexits from it, the temperature of the reservoir is higherthan that of the ore whih is subooled. In ase of a goodthermal link, the vapour generated in the reservoir travelsto the older ore where it ondenses.The authors also further studied the hard-�lling phe-nomena and the in�uene of the bayonet on a hard-�lledreservoir [17℄. Their results show that the mass of work-ing �uid and the bayonet have a signi�ant in�uene onthe LHP operation. With larger masses, the heat load atwhih hard �lling ours redues, thus induing a steep risein the operating temperature. When a bayonet exists andthe ambient temperature is higher than that of the heatsink, the superheat of the reservoir may lead to a deprimeof the loop. Indeed, in suh a ase, the hard-�lling leadsto a steep rise of the liquid temperature in the reservoir

ompared to the ore temperature. If the superheat is highenough, boiling inipiene ould our and indue a majordegradation or even the failure of the loop operation.Bai et al. [18℄ also model an LHP (with ylindrialevaporator) based on energy onservation laws. Theirwork shows the in�uene of a two-layer ompound wik(Figure 2) and takes into onsideration the liquid-vapourshear stresses in the ondenser, based on an annular �owregime and onsidering both phases independently. Heattransfer in the evaporator is modelled using a nodal net-work and applying an energy balane at eah node. Thevarious thermal ondutane are estimated by the exper-imental data or alulated using a radial 1D approxima-tion of heat and mass transfer in the wik. The desrip-tion of the two-phase region in the ondenser (and in thetransport lines if the two-phase zone exeeds the ondenserboundaries) is obtained by �nite di�erene solutions. Thevapour quality and the pressure drops are thus obtained.The transport lines are divided into several nodes, eahof whih representing a ertain ontrol volume, and thealulations are onduted at eah node. However, longi-tudinal ondution in the transport lines is negleted andthe thermal ondutane between the evaporator wall andthe liquid-vapour interfae is set in aordane with exper-imental results. The study also desribes the behaviour ofa loop with a �ooded reservoir (hard-�lling). Under thissituation, the volume expansion of the working �uid in thereservoir results in the �lling of an inreasing length of theondenser when the applied heat load and the operatingtemperature inrease. The onlusions are the same asin the work of Adoni et al. [12℄. The authors also on-duted a parametri analysis of a ryogeni LHP based onthe same model, with the addition of seondary ondenser,evaporator and ompensation hamber [19℄.

Figure 2: Shemati of the ross-setion of a two-layer ompoundwik [18℄Singh et al. [20℄ present a steady-state model of an LHPwith a �at disk-shaped evaporator on the basis of massand energy onservation priniples for several ontrol vol-4
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Qload 5 1
23Figure 1: Shemati of an LHP with a ylindrial evaporator and a bayonetumes. The desription of the evaporator takes into aountheat losses to the ambient as well as parasiti heat trans-fer (Figure 3). The total heat load is dissipated by theevaporation, heat losses to the ambient and the subool-ing of the returning liquid. Single-phase �ow orrelationsare used in the ondenser and heat losses to the ambientare negleted. A ondenser model is developed to takeinto aount the �n-and-tube geometry of the ondenser.A global desription is presented, de�ning an overall sur-fae e�ieny of the �n array and a log mean temperaturedi�erene from the �n surfae to the ambient air. Thesurfae temperature of the �n array is onsidered uniformand equal to the temperature of the ondenser tube. Anaeptable agreement with the experimental data is foundwith a nikel wik. However, a rather large di�erene isobserved between the alulated performane for a op-per wik and the experimental results. Aording to theauthors, this is probably due to the shortoming of themodel to onsider aurately the heat and mass transferinside the evaporation zone.
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ṁv(hv − hl)Figure 3: Energy balane on the evaporator

Rivière et al. [21℄ present a omplete numerial modelof LHP in order to study the in�uene of the �uid massdistribution in a loop with a �at evaporator. The modelis based on a lassi nodal network for the onsiderationof heat transfer in the evaporator/reservoir. However, thevapour grooves, the transport lines and the ondenser aredisretised into small elements and two energy balaneequations are applied on eah element, one for the solidwall and one for the �uid. Suh a distintion between thewall and the �uid temperatures is the main original fea-ture of this model (Figure 4). It enables to take into a-ount the temperature variation in the vapour grooves andin the vapour line, as well as the longitudinal ondutionthrough the transport line walls. Furthermore, the possi-ble ourrene of �uid ondensation in the vapour line aswell as a vapour desuperheating zone in the ondenser areonsidered. The authors show that vapour starts to on-densate in the vapour line, due to heat losses to the am-bient. They also investigate the in�uene of the transportline wall thermal ondutivity and the �uid mass distribu-tion in the LHP during operation. This model is furtherdeveloped in Siedel et al. [22℄. The authors ombine themonodimensional disretisation of the transport lines witha 2D development of the heat and mass transfer in the wikand in the evaporator asing, in the ase of a disk-shapedgeometry. Suh an improvement enables an aurate de-termination of the parasiti heat �uxes and the onsidera-tion of an aommodation oe�ient to haraterise heattransfer in the evaporation zone.Hodot et al. [23℄ developed a global LHP model, om-bining a �ne three-dimensional desription of the evapo-rator/reservoir and a monodimensional thermo-hydraulimodel of the transport lines and the ondenser. The 3Dheat transfer equation is solved using the OpenFOAM soft-ware and results are presented for a ylindrial geometry.5



Figure 4: Fluid and wall temperatures along the LHP [21℄Convetive heat transfer is taken into aount inside thereservoir, in the grooves, as well as in the porous medium.The 1D nodal model of the transport lines is based on thework of Rivière et al. [21℄, enabling the onsideration ofthe longitudinal ondution in the transport lines. Theauthors use the simulations to optimise the saddle shapedesign (Figure 5) and the vapour grooves number and lo-ation. Suh a omplete model assoiates a thorough mod-elling of heat and mass transfer in the transport lines andthe ondenser with a �ne 3D thermal desription of theevaporator/reservoir, thus enabling an aurate onsider-ation of the parasiti heat losses during operation.
Figure 5: Optimisation of the saddle shape [23℄Several other global numerial steady-state models anbe found in the literature [24�30℄. They are summarisedin setion 5.3. Numerial evaporator modelsMany numerial LHP models an be found in the liter-ature and are useful tools for the design and optimizationof LHPs as well as for a better understanding of the ou-pled phenomena involved in the LHP operation. However,these models are limited and their major restrition liesin an inaurate modelling of the phenomena ourringin the evaporator/reservoir. Indeed, heat transfer insidethe evaporator as well as heat losses to the ambient havea deisive in�uene on the loop operation, partiularly at

low heat loads. Therefore, heat and mass transfer betweenthe omponents onstituting the evaporator reservoir (theevaporator asing, the wik, the reservoir wall, the liquidpool inside the reservoir and the vapour grooves) must beevaluated aurately. These heat �uxes depend on numer-ous parameters: groove design, e�etive thermal ondu-tivity of the wik, evaporation heat transfer, thermal on-dutivity of the evaporator envelope material, thermohy-drauli properties of the �uid, et. As a onsequene, thor-ough studies have been undertaken to model heat transferin the evaporating region, in the wik, or in the entireevaporator/reservoir.Several theoretial analyses spei�ally investigate thedevelopment of a vapour zone inside the porous medium[31�36℄. These studies, based on ontinuum models orpore-network simulations, fous on heat and mass transferinside the wik in order to evaluate the size and the shapeof a potential liquid-vapour interfae inside the porousstruture. Other investigations assume a porous struturethat is fully saturated with liquid.3.1. Fully saturated wikA majority of the LHP models from the literature as-sume a omplete liquid saturation of the wik and a statiliquid-vapour interfae at the surfae of the wik in on-tat with the groove. In that ase, the menisi providingthe apillary pressure are all loated in the pores at thesurfae of the porous struture in ontat with the groovesand the wik is full of liquid.Li and Peterson [37℄ developed a three-dimensionalsteady-state model of a square �at evaporator with a fullysaturated wik struture. The omputational domain in-ludes the liquid bulk of the reservoir, the wik, a grooveand a metalli substrate where the heat input is imposed(Figure 6). The 3D governing equations for the heat andmass transfer (ontinuity, Dary and energy) are devel-oped. A temperature boundary ondition is adopted atthe liquid-vapour interfae, assuming a perfet evapora-tion rate. Furthermore, no thermal resistane is takeninto aount for the ontat between the envelope and thewik. In order to expedite the onvergene of the al-ulations, a line-by-line iteration and a Tridiagonal Ma-trix Algorithm along with a Thomas algorithm solver, andsuessive under-relaxation iterative methods are used toobtained the three-dimensional temperature distribution.The temperature and pressure distributions in the wik aredisussed and the veloity �eld is investigated. The highestheat �ux ours in the wik-�n-groove orner, on�rmingthe results of Demidov and Yatsenko [38℄. Furthermore,the results show that the temperature di�erene is not sig-ni�ant along the axial diretion of the groove. Thus, atwo-dimensional assumption is aeptable in the modellingof the evaporator.Zhang et al. [39℄ also developed a 3D model of a �atevaporator of an LHP. However, in that ase, the reservoiris adjaent to the wik. Thus, the liquid �ow entering the6



Figure 6: View of the omputational domain [37℄wik is perpendiular to the heat �ux imposed at the evap-orator wall. The omputational domain is approximatelythe same as in the work of Li and Peterson [37℄ (Figure 7).The wik is onsidered to be fully saturated with liquid.The �uid �ow in the wik and in the groove are determinedbased on the equations of ontinuity, energy, momentumand Dary. Heat ondution is also omputed in the wallregion. No heat losses to the ambient nor from the wallto the reservoir are onsidered. The boundary onditionsfor the wik region are the reservoir temperature on oneside and the saturation temperature of the vapour grooveat the liquid-vapour interfae. The thermal ontat be-tween the wall and the wik is onsidered perfet. A �nitevolume method is introdued to solve the problem.The �ow and temperature �elds in the wik and thestrutural optimisation of the evaporator (loation andshape of the grooves) are disussed (Figure 8). The re-sults show that the temperature at the top of the wall in-reases smoothly in the axial diretion of the groove. Dueto the e�et of evaporation, the temperature is higher inthe wik than at the interfae between the wik and thevapour groove. The liquid �owing through the wik is su-perheated before reahing the evaporation zone. The pres-sure drop indued by the �ow in the wik is only of 129Pawhen the heat load is equal to 80W (10W·cm−2). Aninvestigation is also made about the loation and the geo-metrial harateristis of the vapour grooves. Two typesof evaporators are ompared: one with the vapour groovesmahined inside the wik (Figure 8b) and another withthe grooves inside the wall (Figure 8). When the grooveis loated inside the wall, the evaporating interfae is onlyloated at the bottom of the vapour groove, whih resultsin larger temperature gradients in the wik, a higher su-perheat of the liquid inside the apillary struture and ahigher temperature of the evaporator heating wall. The

Figure 7: Numerial domain and oordinate system [39℄authors also onlude that the best results are ahievedwith square grooves (ratio height-width equal to 1) andwith a width ratio �n-groove ranging from 0.5 to 1.Chernysheva and Maydanik [40℄ present a 3D mathe-matial model of a omplete �at LHP evaporator withthe reservoir adjaent to the porous struture. All themain strutural elements of the evaporator/reservoir areinluded in the model: body, wik, vapour grooves, barrierlayer and ompensation hamber (Figure 9). The three-dimensional heat equation is solved for the entire evapora-tor. The authors onsider a �nite evaporation heat trans-fer, thermal ontat resistane between the wik and thebody and the drying of the wik surfae, based on the nu-leation theory. If the loal liquid superheat in the poresis larger than a alulated nuleation superheat, the wiksurfae is onsidered dry and no evaporation ours at thispartiular spot. Due to the agitation ensured by the liq-uid that arrives from the liquid line, the �uid inside theompensation hamber is onsidered at a uniform temper-ature. A �nite di�erene method is omputed to solvenumerially the problem. The model adequately desribesthermal proesses in the evaporator and the spei� har-ater of a one-sided heat load supply. The authors obtainthe 3D temperature �eld in the entire evaporator as wellas the veloity �elds in the grooves (Figure 9). The resultsshow a nonuniformity of the evaporation rate in the entireative zone. Indeed, there are low-evaporation zones ow-ing to the insu�ient heating of the peripheral setions of7



(a) Temperature ontours along the axial diretion

(b) Temperature �eld withgrooves in the wik () Temperature �eld withgrooves in the wallFigure 8: Temperature �eld in the �at evaporator [39℄the evaporator. The vapour grooves loated in the entreof the ative zone ontribute mainly to the evaporationproess. However, at high heat �uxes, large superheatsand a potential drying of the wik may lead to a largerativation of the evaporation proesses in the peripheralsetions. About 90% of the total heat load is dissipatedthrough evaporation.Chernysheva and Maydanik [41℄ further disuss thetemperature distribution in the evaporator and di�erentphases of the wik drying proess for uniform and onen-trated heating, based on the same model. A uniform heat-ing means that the whole ative zone is heated whereasin the ase of onentrated heating, the heater oupiesa small part of the ative zone. Another paper presentsalulations for the heat and mass transfer in the ompen-sation hamber of the same evaporator and the intensityof internal heat exhange in the reservoir depending on itsorientation [42℄. The authors model heat and mass trans-fer proesses in the entire evaporator/reservoir using thesoftware EFD.Lab2. They obtain the temperature �eld in2EFD.Lab: a omputational �uid dynamis formerly distributedby NIKA GmbH. The latest version, alled FloEFDTM, is distributedby Mentor Graphisr

Figure 9: Temperature �eld with Qin = 400W; A - top surfae ofthe body, B - at level of half the groove depth, C - at level of halfthe evaporator thikness, D - evaporator view from above [40℄
the evaporator and the veloity �eld in the ompensationhamber. The latter is onsidered ompletely �lled withliquid. A onstant heat transfer oe�ient with the am-bient is assumed. A onstant mass �ow rate is taken intoaount for the entrane into the bayonet as well as for theinterfae between the wik and the liquid bulk. Further-more, the surfae of the vapour grooves is set at a onstanttemperature. The results show that the in�uene of thegravity is signi�ant on heat and mass transfer in the reser-voir. The loal heat transfer oe�ient in the liquid poolof the reservoir an reah 600W·m−2

·K−1 lose to the wikat high heat loads (Figure 10). The value of the mean heatexhange oe�ient in the ompensation hamber is about
140W·m−2

·K−1 at high heat �ux (Qin = 500W).8



Figure 10: Heat transfer oe�ient �eld at di�erent heat loads: a)
100W, b) 300W, ) 500W [42℄3.2. Liquid-vapour interfae in the wikThe loation of the liquid-vapour interfae in the evap-orator an have a signi�ant in�uene on the heat transferinside the wik and is mostly of interest when investigat-ing the deprime of the loop following the drying out ofthe porous struture. Indeed, the growth of vapour zonesinside the wik leads to a di�erent thermal pro�le in thewik, to a hange of the evaporation interfae shape and,in ase of a penetration aross the entire porous struture,to a failure of the entire loop operation.Considering heat and mass transfer and evaporation

proesses in onventional heat pipes, Demidov and Yat-senko [38℄ theoretially investigate the growth of a vapourzone inside the apillary struture. The authors postulatethe existene of a vapour bubble between the wik and the�n, growing in size and eventually ommuniating with thegroove (Figure 11).
(a) (b)Figure 11: Growth of (a) a "large" vapour zone and (b) a "small"vapour zone inside the apillary struture [38℄This phenomenon is further studied by Figus et al. [31℄,who also develop a pore network model to onsider a poresize distribution inside the porous struture. In this typeof model, the pore spae is modelled by a network of sites(pores) and bonds (throats), as presented in Figure 12. Aomplementary network is onsidered to take into aountondutive heat transfer.

Figure 12: Sketh of a pore network model [31℄At the beginning of the numerial proedure, the net-work is saturated with liquid exept the �rst series ofbonds underneath the �n whih are saturated with vapour.Mass, momentum and energy balane equations for eahelement of the networks enable the alulation of the tem-perature and the pressure �elds. If the pressure di�ereneaross the liquid-vapour interfae is higher than the max-imal apillary pressure, the bond assoiated with that dif-ferene is invaded by the vapour. One the network phasedistribution has been updated, the overall proedure is re-peated until a stationary solution is found.The authors ompare the standard ontinuum model(based on ontinuous equations) with the pore network one9



(Figure 13a), for a onstant pore size in the entire wik.To loate the liquid-vapour interfae inside the wik, theontinuum model assumes the wik to be �lled with vapourif its temperature is greater than the saturation tempera-ture. Both methods give similar results haraterised bya smooth vapour zone under the �n. When the wik doesnot have a homogeneous porosity, a fratal vapour zoneextension is observed (Figure 13b). They obtain vapourbreakthrough for heat �ux equal to about 20W·cm−2. Asin the previously ited work, the authors assume the pres-ene of an initial vapour zone in the wik, initiating thevapour invasion proess.
(a) (b)Figure 13: Pore-network simulations of the vapour front inside theporous wik [31℄: (a) homogeneous porosity (φ = 5kW·m−2): on-tinuum model (blak) and pore-network model (white); (b) inhomo-geneous porosity (φ = 90 kW·m

−2)Other modelling works have been more reently pub-lished on this topi, further developing a pore networkmodel. Coquard [32℄ improves the model of Figus et al.[31℄, onsidering onvetion in both the liquid and thevapour phases and taking into aount the variation of thevapour density. Heat transfer in the grooves is alulatedand the energy balane is also omputed in the evaporatorwall. Moreover, no symmetry is assumed for the vapourregion. The author develops a dual model: the pressureand temperature �elds are alulated using homogeneousequations whereas the apillarity and hene the loationof the interfae are onsidered using the pore network. Todetermine the inipiene of the vapour development insidethe porous struture, the author arbitrarily assumes a nu-leation superheat of 3K. This assumption also impliesthe existene of vapour or gas embryos under the �n thatfailitates the nuleation. Aording to the author, thepresene of the vapour region inside the wik has a majorin�uene on the evaporator operation. It indues an addi-tional thermal resistane, leading to a large superheat ofthe �n and to an inrease of the parasiti heat losses.The model was further developed by Louriou [33℄ to takeinto aount transient phenomena, whih are not relevantto this review' s topi.Kaya and Goldak [34℄ numerially analyse heat andmass transfer in the porous struture of a loop heat pipeusing a �nite element method. They study the existene ofa vapour region inside the wik to assess the boiling limit

of LHPs. The authors expet nuleation to start in themirosopi avities at the wik-�n interfae for small su-perheat values as a result of trapped gas in these avities.Aording to the authors, the boiling inipient superheatvalue is di�ult to predit, sine it depends on several pa-rameters in a omplex manner. Therefore, they arbitrarilyassume the inipiene of the vapour zone would our ifa superheat of 4K of the liquid is reahed. However, ifthe ontat between the �n and the wik is improved andthe working �uid is puri�ed to the greatest possible extent,thus preventing the presene of vapour embryos trapped atthe wik-�n interfae, the boiling inipiene an be delayedto higher superheats, at the same order of magnitude asthat for homogeneous nuleation in a pure liquid. The au-thors investigate suh a senario, alulating the superheatlimit using the luster nuleation theory. Their experimen-tal results indiate no strong transient e�ets that ouldbe the expeted onsequene of an explosive evaporationat the wik-�n interfae, even when the applied heat loadis higher that the alulated boiling limit. They onludethat a vapour region must exist under the �n and providean esape path for the bubbles to the groove, thus prevent-ing a �ash-like vapour expansion. However, the absene ofstrong transient e�ets does not neessarily on�rms thepartial drying of the apillary struture.All of these numerial works assume initial lusters ofnon-ondensable gases trapped between the wik and the�n. These lusters would enable the expansion of a vapourzone in the porous struture, requiring only a low super-heat. In the ase of a good mehanial ontat betweenthe wik and the evaporator body and if the purity of theworking �uid is high, it an be assumed that no vapournor gas would initially exist in the porous struture. Theonditions of boiling initiation are then given by the ho-mogeneous nuleation theory. In suh a ase, the boilingondition would be ahieved at a very high superheat. Aswas explained by Mishkinis and Ohterbek [43℄ and lateron�rmed by Kaya and Goldak [34℄, if the LHP is fabri-ated and �lled with a high degree of arefulness, partiu-larly for the degassing of the liquid and the elimination ofnon-ondensable gases in the system, pratially no boilingphenomenon is to be expeted during operation.3.3. ConlusionAll the previous desribed numerial analyses give a bet-ter understanding of the phenomena involved in the evap-orator of a loop heat pipe. Parasiti heat transfer, heat ex-hange between the evaporator wall and the grooves, heatand mass transfer in the wik, in the vapour grooves and inthe ompensation hamber as well as the haraterisationof the evaporation zone are investigated. These numerialstudies show the omplexity of heat and mass transfer ina loop evaporator and are a useful tool for improving thedesign and the manufaturing of LHPs. However, the op-erating parameters of the model (temperature of the liquidreturning to the ondenser, pressure di�erene between the10



groove and the reservoir) are either arbitrarily set or ou-pled with a very simpli�ed loop model. Therefore, thereis a lak of knowledge onerning the in�uene of the phe-nomena ourring in the evaporator on the entire systemoperation.4. Analytial studies on LHPsFollowing inreasing omputational resoures, the ma-jor part of the modelling e�orts fous on developing mod-els using various numerial methods. Few researh workspresent analytial models of LHPs, in whih the operatingparameters (temperature, pressure drops, mass �ow rate,et.) an be expliitly determined, without the need ofany numerial sheme. However the analytial approahdoes not neessitate large numerial resoures and an beeasily implemented in a simple software. Therefore, it anbe a powerful tool for the design and optimisation of loopheat pipes.Aording to Launay et al. [44℄, Maydanik et al. [45℄developed an analytial model with a losed-form solutionbased on an energy balane in the reservoir and the pres-sure balane in the overall loop. The radial parasiti heattransfer through the ylindrial wik was taken into a-ount, but the axial heat �ux and the heat losses to theambient were negleted. Assuming low heat losses fromthe liquid line and a heat load equal to the heat dissi-pated by evaporation, the following simpli�ed expressionwas given:
Tv = T,o + (Tr − T,o)(Dw,o

Dw,i ) Qincp,l
2πλe�Lwhlv (15)where Tv, Tr and T,o are the temperatures in the vapourgrooves, in the reservoir and at the end of the ondenser,respetively. Dw,o and Dw,i are the outer and inner diam-eters of the wik, respetively and Lw its length. λe� is thee�etive thermal ondutivity of the wik. In this losed-form solution, prediting the vapour temperature requiresthe knowledge of the temperatures at the ondenser outletand in the reservoir. Therefore, this expression annot bediretly used to express the LHP thermal operation basedon its geometrial harateristis.Cao and Faghri [46℄ present an analytial work for theheat and mass transfer in a retangular apillary porousstruture with partial heating and evaporation on the up-per surfae (Figure 14a). This geometry an be diretlyrelated to the evaporator of a CPL or an LHP. Based onsymmetry assumptions, the authors use the method of sep-aration of variables to determine solutions in the form ofFourier series. The sides of the omputational domain areonsidered adiabati, the bottom boundary ondition isa set temperature and the upper boundary ondition is aheat input on one side and a heat output on the other side.Therefore, analytial solutions for the liquid pressure, ve-loity and temperature �elds in the porous struture areobtained (Figure 14).

(a) Modelling domain

(b) Isotherms in the porous wik

() Veloity vetors in the wikFigure 14: Analytial heat and mass transfer in the wik [46℄11



The results show the maximum temperature at the up-per left-hand orner, under the �n. High temperature gra-dients are expeted near the upper limit, whereas the tem-perature �eld is more uniform at the bottom. Conerningmass transfer, the liquid �ows vertially into the porousstruture and remains nearly one-dimensional until reah-ing the middle setion of the wik.Furukawa [47℄ presents a design-oriented analytial de-sription of an LHP. His approah is very original andaims at optimising the design of the LHP in given operat-ing onditions. The initial hypothesis is the knowledge of adesign-spei�ed operating temperature. The author solvesthe heat and mass transfer equations in the ylindrialevaporator. Pressure losses in the loop and heat transferin the ondenser are alulated as a funtion of the geomet-rial properties of the system. Several performane indiesare de�ned (number of transfer units, temperature e�e-tiveness, ritial Bond number, pump e�ieny) in orderto improve the design of the LHP. Based on the operatingtemperature and on the geometrial and thermohydrauliharateristis of the loop, all the design parameters (wikthikness, transport lines diameter, wik pore radius andporosity, reservoir volume, ondenser length) are evalu-ated. The paper presents several harts to optimise thedesign harateristis of the LHP. This study is a usefultool in the sizing of the LHP omponents based on temper-ature onstraints. However, in many ases, the operatingtemperature is not neessarily the operating limit and is,as suh, not a priori known.Chernysheva et al. [24℄ present an analytial investiga-tion of two ompensation hamber operating modes, eitherthe hard-�lling or the two-phase state. Based on the ther-modynami relationship between the liquid-vapour inter-faes in the groove and in the ondenser or in the reservoir,the authors develop an analytial expression of the operat-ing temperature Tev. In ase of hard-�lling, the evaporatortemperature is equal to:
Tev =Tsink + (
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αond,int and αev are the heat transfer oe�ient at the ex-ternal side of the ondenser, at the internal side of the on-denser and in the evaporation zone, respetively. Sond,extand Sond,int orrespond to the external and internal sur-fae areas of the ondenser, respetively and Sq is the evap-orator surfae area where heat is supplied. Qload is thetotal heat load to be dissipated by the loop, Rond,body isthe thermal resistane of the ondenser wall and Wi and
Fni are the oe�ients taking into aount the geomet-rial and thermophysial parameters in the alulation ofpressure drops in the vapour line. In the ase of an existingliquid-vapour interfae inside the ompensation hamber,
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αevSq (17)where T is the temperature in the ompensation ham-ber, and ∆Pv, ∆Pl and ∆Pg are the pressure drops inthe vapour line, in the liquid line, and due to the gravity,respetively. Despite providing a simple expression of theevaporator temperature, this development shows two mainlimitations. Firstly, in the ase of a saturated reservoir, theoperating temperature is a funtion of the ompensationhamber temperature, whih is a priori not known. Se-ondly, several major assumptions are made: heat lossesto the ambient, parasiti heat transfer, two-phase pressuredrops and heat transfer in the transport lines are negleted.Suh hypotheses may lead to a large inauray in the op-eration predition.Launay et al. [44℄ develop losed-form solutions linkingthe LHP operating temperature to various �uid propertiesand geometrial parameters. Based on an energy balaneon eah LHP omponent and on thermodynami equations(Figure 15), the reservoir temperature Tr an be preditedfor both the variable and the �xed ondutane modes(Equation 18 and Equation 19). In these expressions, KC,

Ksub and KL are global ondutanes de�ned in Figure 15and RE, Rw and Rwall are evaporator resistanes de�nedin the same �gure. LL and LC are the lengths of the liquidline and of the ondenser, respetively, and DL and DC,itheir respetive diameters. RA is the thermal resistanethat represents heat losses of the reservoir to the ambientat temperature TA. Additionally, simple analytial solu-tions of the heat load orresponding to the transition be-tween both modes are expressed. The e�et of the geomet-rial parameters and �uid thermophysial properties onthe LHP operation are learly highlighted. However, theidenti�ation of the evaporator thermal resistane needsto be adjusted to experimental data or may require anadditional evaporator aurate model.This model is further developed by Siedel et al. [48℄. Theheat transfer equation in the evaporator/reservoir stru-ture is solved using a Fourier series development. There-fore, the model ombines both the advantages of a losed-form solution with a preise determination of the parasitiheat �uxes.Boo and Jung [49℄ ondut a theoretial modelling of aloop heat pipe with a �at evaporator. Based on a nodalnetwork of the evaporator and of energy balane at eahnode of the system, the authors predit the temperaturesof eah omponent. The pro�le and the temperature of theliquid-vapour interfae in the pores were expressed usingthe thin-�lm theory. The evaporation heat transfer oe�-ient is then dependent on the aommodation oe�ientand on the heat ondution through the liquid �lm to thevapour. Transversal heat losses are also taken into a-ount and a heat exhanger lassial NTU method is usedfor the modelling of the ondenser. However, no losed-form solution of the operating temperature is given in the12
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Figure 15: LHP thermal resistane network [44℄paper. Furthermore, longitudinal parasiti heat losses arenot onsidered and the reservoir is assumed to be �lledwith liquid during operation, whih does not neessarilyorrespond to an atual LHP operation.5. ConlusionThe present review investigated the existing modellingstudies of LHPs from the literature. Table 1 and Table 2summarise the main steady-state modelling works of LHPspublished in the past years. This survey onsiders boththe omplete models and the partial evaporator models.However, transient analyses were omitted, sine they arenot in the sope of the present study.As presented in this paper, many theoretial worksabout LHPs have been undertaken in the past 15 years.Most of them are numerial analyses, based on nodal net-works or on �nite di�erene methods, whereas few analyt-ial studies are developed. Spei� odes for LHPs havebeen extensively developed in the past years, inludingmore features and onsidering more aurately the physi-al phenomena involved in the loops. However, there arestill only few studies that show a omplete desription ofthe LHP with a preise onsideration of heat and mass

transfer in the evaporator/reservoir struture, despite itsmajor signi�ane on the loop operation. This onlusionis a onsequene of the omplexity of the phenomena o-urring in loop heat pipes.This summary also shows the development of three-dimensional models in the reent years, following the avail-ability of larger omputational resoures. Flat evaporatorshave also been more investigated in the last years and showthe gain of interest for this geometry of evaporator, as on-�rmed by Maydanik et al. [6℄. The partial drying of thewik and the hard-�lling are phenomena that have beenseldom onsidered. However, most of the models investi-gate intensively heat and mass transfer in the transportlines and the ondenser.As explained in this paper, the literature presents an ex-tensive number of steady-state models. These models areuseful tools to predit the thermal performane of an LHP,to understand the oupled physial mehanisms involvedin these systems, to estimate the in�uene of various pa-rameters on the behaviour of LHPs and to improve theirdesign. This diversity provides a large theoretial databasefor the ommunity investigating loop heat pipes.Referenes[1℄ Jentung Ku. Operating harateristis of loop heat pipes. In
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